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OVERVIEW OF THE 

COVERED SPECIALTIES AND 

SUBSPECIALTIES

General English: Non-medical 

vocabulary for dictating emails, 

letters, etc.

 General Medical: a broad, non-

specific medical vocabulary covering 

a wide range of medical specialties. 

Select this model if no other choice is 

applicable to you.

•  Allergy and Immunology

•  Anesthesiology Subspecialties:

 – pain Medicine

•  Colon and Rectal Surgery 

Subspecialties:

 – proctology

•  Dermatology

•  Emergency Medicine

•  ENT

•  Family Medicine

•  Internal Medicine Subspecialties:

 –  cardiology

 –  endocrinology, Diabetes,  

and Metabolism

 –  Gastroenterology

 –  Geriatric Medicine

 –  hematology

 –  infectious Disease

 –  Nephrology

 –  oncology

 –  pulmonary Disease

 –  rheumatology

•  Neurology

•  Neurosurgery

•  Nuclear Medicine

•  Obstetrics and Gynecology 

Subspecialties:

 – Fetal Medicine

•  Ophthalmology

•  Orthopedic Surgery 

Subspecialties:

 – hand Surgery
•  Pathology
•  Pediatrics Subspecialties:

 –  Neonatal-perinatal Medicine

 –  pediatric cardiology

 –  pediatric Gastroenterology
•  Physical Medicine and 

Rehabilitation
•  Plastic Surgery
•  Psychiatry Subspecialties:
 – addiction psychiatry
•  Radiation Therapy
•  Radiology Subspecialties:
 –  Vascular and interventional 

radiology
•  Surgery Subspecialties:
 –  cardiac Surgery
 –  oral and Facial Surgery
 –  thoracic Surgery
 –  urology
 –  Vascular Surgery
•  Other Specializations:
 – Dentistry
 – pediatric Dentistry
 – epidemiology
 –  Medical education  

and Writing
 – Midwifery
 – Nursing
 – osteopathy
 – podiatry
 – psychology
 – Sleep lab
 –  Speech and language  

pathology

VocabularieS 

Dragon® Medical contains medical 

vocabularies covering nearly 60 medical 

specialties and subspecialties.

It is important that you select the correct 

vocabulary. Using a specialized medical 

vocabulary that covers the cases you see 

in your medical practice will offer you the 

highest recognition and productivity gains.

Selecting a non-medical vocabulary or the 

medical vocabulary of a different specialty 

can have a significant impact on your 

recognition accuracy.
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If your specialty is not mentioned on the reverse, 
please use the following guide to determine the 
vocabulary you should select.

If your specialty is: We recommend choosing 
this vocabulary:

behavioral health psychiatry

blood banking/ transfusion 
Medicine

pathology

clinical cardiac  
electrophysiology

cardiology

Dermatopathology pathology

eMG examinations Neurology

eeG psychiatry

interventional cardiology internal Medicine

Medical Microbiology pathology

Medical oncology internal Medicine

otolaryngology eNt

Medical toxicology emergency Medicine

Neurodevelopmental 
Disabilities

pediatrics

Neuromuscular Medicine physical Medicine and 
rehabilitation

Neurotology eNt

otolaryngology eNt

undersea and hyperbaric 
Medicine

emergency Medicine

transplant hepatology internal Medicine

Spinal cord injury Medicine physical Medicine and 
rehabilitation
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About Nuance Healthcare

in an era of accountable healthcare, where there is 

increasingly shared responsibility for the quality and 

cost of patient care, Nuance healthcare’s portfolio of 

clinical understanding solutions empower healthcare 

organizations, providers, and payers to accurately 

capture and transform the patient story into meaningful, 

actionable information to facilitate smarter, more 

efficient decisions across the healthcare enterprise.  

representing a new class of innovation in the 

world of health information technology (hit), clinical 

understanding solutions from Nuance healthcare are 

integrated with the leading ehr solutions to streamline 

clinical workflow and improve hit adoption.  

Nuance healthcare’s portfolio of clinical understanding  

solutions include speech-enabled clinical documentation,  

computer-assisted physician documentation, and  

analytics solutions. thousands of healthcare organizations  

and providers worldwide choose Nuance healthcare to 

improve clinical adoption of ehr solutions and support 

them on their journey to accountable care.

For more product information, please visit  

Nuance Healthcare at www.nuance.com/healthcare 

or call 866-748-9537.
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